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Acoustics of laminar boundary layer breakdown
By Meng Wang
1. Motivation and objectives
Boundary layer flow transition has long been suggested as a potential noise source
in both marine (sonar-dome self noise) and aeronautical (aircraft cabin noise) ap-
plications, owing to the highly transient nature of the process (Farabee et al. 1989).
The design of effective noise control strategies relies upon a clear understanding of
the source mechanisms associated with the unsteady flow dynamics during tran-
sition. Due to formidable mathematical difficulties, theoretical predictions either
are limited to early linear and weakly nonlinear stages of transition (Haj-Hariri &
Akylas 1986; Akylas & Toplosky 1986), or employ acoustic analogy theories based
on approximate source field data, often in the form of empirical correlation.
In the present work, an approach which combines direct numerical simulation
of the source field with the Lighthill acoustic analogy (Lighthill 1952) is utilized.
This approach takes advantage of the recent advancement in computational capa-
bilities to obtain detailed information about the flow-induced acoustic sources. The
transitional boundary layer flow is computed by solving the incompressible Navier-
Stokes equations without model assumptions, thus allowing a direct evaluation of
the pseudosound as well as source functions, including the Lighthill stress tensor
and the wall shear stress. The latter are used for calculating the radiated pressure
field based on the Curle-Powell solution (Curie 1955; Powell 1960) of the Lighthill
equation. This procedure allows a quantitative assessment of noise source mecha-
nisms and the associated radiation characteristics during transition from primary
instability up to the laminar breakdown stage. In particular, one is interested in
comparing the roles played by the fluctuating volume Reynolds stresses and the
wall-shear-stresses, and in identifying specific flow processes and structures that are
effective noise generators.
Natural transition in a boundary layer starts with modulated Tollmien-Schlichting
(T-S) wave trains initiated by random excitations from free-stream turbulence
(Gaster 1993). The laminar breakdown process which destroys the smooth, orderly
flow pattern is a localized event triggered by instability mechanisms (Kachanov
1994). These observations suggest that without loss of generality, one could sim-
ulate the transition phenomena by following the evolution of a T-S wave packet
instead of a periodic wave series as in controlled experiments. This results in con-
siderable savings in computer memory and CPU time due to the reduced domain
size. Furthermore, the amplitude modulation allows the wave packet to evolve spon-
taneously into a turbulent spot, which cannot be achieved if the initial instability
wave is strictly periodic (Kachanov 1994). From an acoustic viewpoint, tracking
an isolated wave packet has the advantage that the linkage between the calculated
sound signal and the specific transition stage is apparent. Once the sound gener-
ation properties from a single breakdown (burst) are determined, one could make
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statistical inferences regarding the sound of a realistic transitional boundary layer
where a large collection of spots are present.
This report summarizes work accomplished to date and the major findings. A
longer and more complete version is available as a CTR manuscript (Wang et aL
1994).
2. Accomplishments
2.1. Numerical simulation of wave packet transition
The specific problem considered involves a strongly modulated T-S wave packet
in a low Mach number, zero pressure gradient boundary layer formed on a rigid,
flat plate. In the spirit of Lighthill's theory, the acoustic source functions can be
approximated by considering an equivalent incompressible flow since the compress-
ibility effect is negligibly weak. The incompressible Navier-Stokes and continuity
equations are solved numerically on a staggered grid using a finite difference scheme
developed by Le and Moin (1991). The grid spacing is uniform in the streamwise
(Xl) and spanwise (x3) directions, and non-uniform in the wall-normal direction
(x2). Time advancement is of semi-implicit, three-step Runge-Kutta type com-
bined with a fractional step method. The Poisson equation is solved at the final
sub-step to satisfy the divergence-free constraint. The numerical scheme is second
order accurate in both space and time.
The domain of integration consists of a rectangular box parallel to the flow di-
rection. A no-slip condition is applied on the wall. At the free-stream boundary
a normal velocity distribution based on the Blasius solution and zero vorticity are
prescribed. In the spanwise direction periodicity is assumed for all dependent vari-
ables. A convective boundary condition capable of maintaining the accurate steady
(Blasius) velocity profiles (Wang et al. 1994) is used at the downstream boundary.
The unsteady wave packet is introduced into the computational domain from the
upstream boundary by requiring that
(
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where u_(x2) represents the Blasius solution for a two-dimensional boundary layer.
u2D(x2) and u_O±(x2) are the least stable eigenmodes and a is the corresponding
eigenv_lue, obtained by solving the Orr-Sommerfeld and Squire equations for given
frequency fl = 0.094 and oblique angle ¢ = 1r/4. The eigenfunctions are normalized
such that the maximum streamwise velocity has unit magnitude. The disturbance
amplitudes are e2D = 0.025 and eso = 0.01. The streamwise shape of the wave
packet is determined by v = 40 and to = 120 in the time-modulating envelope.
In addition, symmetry relative to the spanwise center xz = 0 is destroyed by the
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funetion g(x3) = 1 + 0.1(e-t _._v_---) - ). As pointed out by Corral &
Jim_nez (1991), spanwise asymmetry accelerates the transition process and renders
the simulation more manageable. The Reynolds number defined in terms of 6_ is
Re = 1000, which is equivalent to Rex ._ 3.38 × 105 as measured in terms of distance
from the leading edge.
In (1) and the subsequent descriptions, the velocities, spatial coordinates, and
time are non-dimensionalized with respect to the free-stream velocity U', the in-
flow boundary layer displacement thickness 6_, and 6_/U'_, respectively. The ther-
modynamic variables are non-dimensionalized relative to their constant free-stream
values.
Computations start out on a 514 x 130 × 66 grid covering a computational domain
defined in 0 < xa < 200, 0 < x2 < 20 and -Xx_/2 _< x3 _< Xzs/2, where Xx 3 _ 25.95
is the spanwise wavelength for the oblique eigenmode pair. As simulation proceeds,
resolution requirement becomes increasingly severe within the traveling disturbance
region, whereas near the upstream boundary the flow becomes basically steady.
Grid refinement is performed twice in conjunction with shifts in computational
boundaries following the movement of the wave packet. A cubic-spline interpolation
scheme is used to interpolate solutions onto new grids. By the end of the simulation,
the computational grid consists of 1282 × 130 × 258 points covering a shortened region
70 < xl <_ 210. The entire simulation utilizes approximately 60 single processor
CPU hours on CRAY-YMP-C90.
Figs. la-f depict a time sequence of the instantaneous contours of the negative
spanwise vorticity -w_3, which is closely related to the normal shear Oua/Ox2,
at x3 _ 1.1. Solid lines denote positive contour values, and dashed lines denote
negative ones. The plane x3 _ 1.1, which lies slightly off the spanwise center,
is chosen because it corresponds to the approximate location of maximum shear.
Notice that due to the slight asymmetry of the initial T-S wave packet, the peak-
valley splitting along the spanwise direction during the secondary instability is not
as clear-cut as for symmetric disturbances. Nonetheless, the transition is seen to
follow closely the route that leads to fundamental (K-type) breakdown.
The complete wave packet enters the upstream boundary xl -- 0 at t ._ 185.
Through the action of primary and secondary instability mechanisms, it amplifies
rapidly, evolving into a detached high shear layer as shown in Fig. la. Underneath
the shear layer lie a pair of counter-rotating streamwise vortices (lambda vortex)
whose structure will be shown later. The high shear layer intensifies to create a
kink in Fig. lb, which breaks down in Fig. lc to form an eddy (presumably hairpin
eddy) while a second kink develops. In Figs. ld-lf the detached high shear layer
continues to disintegrate, shedding eddies into the free stream. In the meantime,
vortical activity intensifies in the near wall region, and a new generation of shear
layers originates there. The new shear layers are expected to experience similar
breakdown processes, known as turbulent "bursts". The flow field depicted in Fig. If
already bears certain resemblance to turbulence. However, large scale high shear
layers and streamwise vortices still dominate the overall flow structure, particularly
in the rear part of the wave packet and away from the spanwise center.
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FIGURE 1. Contours of negative spanwise vorticity -wx8 at x3 _ 1.1 during
laminar breakdown. Contour values: (a) 0 to 0.94, (b) -0.23 to 1.81, (c) -0.59 to
1.61, (d) -1.30 to 2.13, (e) -1.52 to 3.22, (f) -0.98 to 3.83.
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FIGURE 2. Evolution of disturbance kinetic energy integrated over the x2-xa
plane during laminar breakdown.
Figs. 2a-f illustrate the streamwise distribution of the disturbance kinetic energy
integrated over the x2-xa plane, at time instants corresponding to those in Figs. la-f.
The energy is calculated based on the excess velocities relative to the steady solution.
The snapshots show the nonlinear distortion of the energy waveform which leads to
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FIGURE 3. Contours of instantaneous normal velocity at x2 _ 1.1. (a) t = 339,
contour spacing = 0.015; (b) t = 409, contour spacing = 0.02.
the formation of one, two, and multiple spikes, each corresponding to an eddy. These
spikes are observed in experiments for the K-regime breakdown (Kachanov 1994)
as high frequency flashes of disturbances on the streamwise-velocity oscilloscope
traces. Kachanov notes that the velocity flashes do not disperse while they prop-
agate downstream near the edge of the boundary layer, a feature identifiable with
solitons. It is conceivable that the kinetic energy waveforms exhibited in Figs. 2a-f
may be modeled by certain evolutionary equations within the framework of soliton
theory. The spread of the nonlinear wave packet in the streamwise direction during
laminar breakdown is apparent in Figs. 2a-f. The amplitude increase observed in
the energy waveform reflects not only the growth in disturbance velocities, but also
the spread of the wave packet in the spanwise direction.
In Figs. 3a-b the normal velocity contours in the plane x2 _ 1.1 are plotted for
two time instants before and after laminar breakdown. Fig. 3a shows the two legs
of the lambda vortex which merge gradually along the streamwise direction. The
lambda vortex is "crippled" in the sense that it has unequal strength in the two
legs, caused by the spanwise asymmetry prescribed in the initial disturbance. The
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imbalance causes the two legs to become twisted near the tip of the vortex loop,
accelerating the breakdown of the streamwise vortex structure and the high shear
layer supported by it. This effect can be seen more clearly if one plots streamwise
vorticity contours at certain x2-x3 cross-sections. Similar obser_-ation has been
made by Corral & Jim_nez (1991). By the time depicted in Fig. 3b, the front portion
of the primary lambda vortex has disintegrated, and regions of smaller streasnwise
vortices emerge. The disturbance region has been elongated since the turbulence-
like small-scale structures travel at a faster speed than the lambda vortex. At the
rear the lambda vortex legs are still recognizable. Fig. 3b also demonstrates that up
to this stage, the disturbance region remains small in the spanwise direction relative
to the width of the computational box. Interaction between the neighboring patches
is negligible despite the periodicity imposed in the spanwise direction. Thus, the
wave packet can be justifiably considered isolated.
The transition scenario described in this section is in qualitative agreement with
experimental observations (Gaster 1993; Borodulin & Kachanov 1992). In particu-
lax, the coherent structures depicted in Figs. le and If are remarkably similar to the
experimental measurements illustrated in Fig. 31 of Kachanov (1994). Quantitative
comparisons are difficult because of disparity in parametric conditions. The results
of the present simulation are also in keeping with those of earlier numerical studies
(Zang & Hussaini 1990; Kleiser & Zang 1991, for example). The latter are based
on a temporal formulation (assuming streamwise periodicity) and do not exceed
the two-spike stage. The observed similarity between the two types of simulations
confirms that as first suggested by Kachanov (1994), the laminar breakdown of a
modulated wave packet proceeds in nearly the same way as that for a periodic T-S
wave series. This illustrates the localized nature of resonant mechanisms that lead
to laminar breakdown.
2.2. Computation of acoustic radiation
Acoustic computation based on Lighthill's theory is particularly simplified for a
compact flow region. In this ease the small retarded time effect can be approximated
in the sense of multipole source expansions. Based on the integral results of Curle
(1955) and Powell (1960), the far-field acoustic pressure can be shown to have the
following asymptotic property as M --_ 0; I)([ _ c(_:
4___._[p(J(, t)- 1] _ 2M 4 _-/_a (t -I_l)
IXl -
+ M5 XiXj + X'X;
IXl _ O';(t- IxI)
X_X_ .:. "t
+ so (-Ixl) (2)
where M is the free-stream Math number and )_ = M£ is the rescaled far-field posi-
tion vector, whose image in the rigid wall X2 = 0 is )(* = (X1, -X2, Xs). Repeated
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indices i and j represent summation over 1 to 3, whereas a and fl are summed over
1 and 3 only. The three terms on the right side of (2) represent contributions from,
respectively, net surface dipoles due to fluctuating wall shear stresses, net volume
quadrupoles (including wall reflection) dominated by fluctuating Reynolds stresses,
and net surface quadrupoles due to finite spatial distribution of wall shear stresses.
The dipole and quadrupole source strengths are determined by
°L/_(t) = N ra2(ff, t)dA(y-'), (3)
0
i  j(t) = Tij( 7,t)dV(y3, (4)
O /AS.a(t) = -_ yaT".2(y, t)dA(y-'), (5 /
o
where the Lighthill stress tensor and the viscous stress tensor take the approximate
v_ues
1 (o,,,
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given the small Mach number assumption. The volume integrations are taken over
the entire unsteady flow region, and the surface integrals are evaluated on the wall.
A serious difficulty confronts computational acousticians when vortical structures
enter or pass out of the computational domain, causing powerful dipole radiation
which may mask the true physical sound (Crighton 1993; Wang 1993). This arises
because, if the complete disturbance region is not included in the finite computa-
tional domain, the time variations of the volume (surface) integrated Qii, R_,, and
S,_# (cf. (3)-(5)) tend to be dominated by the fluxes of their respective integrand
across the integration boundaries rather than by the internal generation of these
quantities within the control volume.
Steps have been taken in order to eliminate the non-physical boundary effects.
First, the computational boundaries for Navier-Stokes simulation of the source field
are maintained sufficiently far away from the region of significant disturbances, as
is evident from a comparison of the computational box size (140 x 20 x 25.95) with
the size of flow structures displayed in Figs. 1-3 (note that only part of the domain
is plotted to magnify the main feature). This measure alone removes most of the
boundary artifacts at the expense of increased computational cost. However, it is
impossible to prevent small disturbances from reaching the downstream boundary
even if a very long computational domain is used. The difficulty is illustrated in
Fig. 4, which depicts contours of the instantaneous normal vorticity at x2 _ 2.3,
t = 292. The primary structure at left is identified with the wave packet. The
transient ripples induced by the wave packet extend all the way to the right because
they are convected near the edge of the boundary layer at a faster speed.
The residual boundary artifacts caused by these ripples are removed by using the
corrected quadrupole sources defined as
0 L uBT'idS' (7)
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FIGURE 4. Contours of instantaneous normal vorticity at x2 _ 2.3, t = 292.
Contour spacing = 0.0015.
where Fij represents the flux of Lighthill stress components at the outflow boundary.
Eq. (7) is derived based on a control-volume balance for Tij, recognizing that the
physical sound sources are associated only with the Lighthill stresses (predominantly
Reynolds stresses) generated internally through nonlinear interactions. Eq. (7) is
exact except for the evaluation of the surface flux Fij, which assumes that Tij is
convected passively out of the outflow boundary at the local mean velocity. The
approximation works well for the present problem, as demonstrated below, because
the ripple disturbances are linear and travel at approximately the free-stream ve-
locity. In general, however, the Tij associated with large vortical structures involves
nonlinear effects and travels at a phase velocity which is not known a priori. More
accurate methods for estimating Fij need to be developed, perhaps along the line
of Fedorchenko (1986).
Fig. 5 illustrates the effect of flux correction for t_12, the component with the
largest boundary artifact. The dashed and dotted lines, representing the original
quadrupole source and the time-derivative of the outflow boundary flux, respec-
tively, show oscillations of similar magnitude but opposite phase for t _< 330. As a
result the corrected acoustic source (the solid line) remains nearly zero during this
period. Had the spurious boundary contribution not been subtracted, one would
predict incorrectly sound radiation when the wave packet transition is still in an
early stage (cf. Figs. 1a-f). At later times, Fig. 5 shows that the boundary flux
contribution continues to be significant although the physical source gradually be-
comes dominant. The vertical dotted line in the figure indicates the time when the
computational domain is moved from 0 _< xl < 200 to 40 _< Xl _< 180. This causes a
discontinuity in t_12 and F12, but Q_2 remains continuous since the physical source
is completely contained within both domains.
In what follows the prime in (_j is dropped to simplify notation, with the un-
derstanding that the quadrupole sources presented are free of boundary artifacts.
Convergence of the quadrupole and dipole source terms is monitored by evaluating
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them in two domains of integration whose downstream boundaries are a short dis-
tance (,,_ 5) apart. Agreement between the two solutions indicates that no boundary
effect is present. When the two solutions start to deviate, the computational box is
moved to a new downstream location.
_.8. Results and discussion
Figs. 6 illustrate the time-variations of the volume quadrupole source terms Oij
calculated from (4) with appropriate boundary flux corrections. The upper figure
depicts the three longitudinal components, and the lower figure depicts the lateral
ones. Since the Lighthill stress tensor is symmetric, only six components are needed
to define Oij completely. The characteristics of source oscillations should be ana-
lyzed in conjunction with the flow structures shown in Figs. la-f. The quadrupole
source signals generated by wave packet evolution are relatively weak initially, and
then amplify dramatically as the shear layer begins to breaks down. Thereafter, the
Qij curves are seen to develop oscillations dominated by frequencies 5 to 7 times
the basic T-S wave frequency (T-S wave period _ 66.5).
A close examination of the Oza curve and Figs. 1-2 indicates a strong correlation
between source oscillation and vortex-shedding in the boundary layer. At t =
409, the number of spikes (eddies) shown in Figs. 2a-f is approximately equal to
the number of cycles experienced by Olz. Thus it appears that the dominant
mechanism for generating quadrupole sound is the intermittent vortex shedding,
or bursting, resulting from strong inflexional instability of the high shear layer.
This is not unexpected since turbulent stress production occurs mainly during the
bursts (Landahl 1975). In his experiments concerning instability of modulated T-
S wave trains, Gaster (1993) observes a characteristic bursting frequency of 5 to
6 times the T-S wave frequency, coinciding with the dominant source frequencies
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FIGURE 6. Time variations of volume quadrupole sources due to Reynolds
stress fluctuation during local laminar breakdown. (a) Longitudin..al components:
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calculated in the present study. Gaster further notes that the bursting frequency
is independent of the Reynolds number. The agreement between the bursting and
acoustic source frequencies supports the assertion that the large-scale shear layer
instability is primarily responsible for the calculated quadrupole sound.
It is interesting to notice that no significant increase in higher frequency contents
is observed in Figs. 6a-b as transition proceeds to create increasingly refined scales.
Likewise, the amplitudes for 1_0 remain basically invariant with time, even though
the total kinetic energy of the source region (the area under each curve in Figs. 2a-f)
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grows at an exponential rate. These observations can be explained in terms of the
localized nature of bursting which dominates the instantaneous sound production.
The small-scale features and the convected large eddies produced during previous
bursts are less efficient as quadrupole acoustic sources, although they contain large
amount of disturbance energy.
In Fig. 7 the two net acoustic dipoles caused by fluctuations of wall shear stress
exerted on the fluid are plotted. They are dominated by low (T-S wave) frequency,
small amplitude phenomena during the process of shear layer lift-up and the first
three bursts. Figs. la-f show clearly that within this period, the near-wall region is
little affected by the violent events outside. As the laminar wave packet approaches
the turbulent spot stage, the near-wall shear intensifies, giving rise to a surge in
higher frequency dipole strength. The magnitudes of R3 in Fig. 7, as well as Q13 and
823 in Figs. 6a-b, reflect the extent of spanwise asymmetry during flow development.
They would vanish if symmetry conditions were imposed for the simulation.
The surface quadrupole acoustic sources given by (5) are caused by the chang-
ing spatial distribution of wall shear stress. They represent an O(M) correction
to the wall-stress induced dipole radiation in the compact source limit. Like the
dipole source terms, the surface quadrupole components are small until the inner
boundary layer is excited at a late laminar breakdown stage as illustrated in Fig. 8.
The segments of So_ plotted have magnitudes comparable with those of the vol-
ume quadrupoles depicted in Figs. fia-b, but at higher frequency. Before t = 390,
however, contribution from ,_,j is insignificant.
Figs. 6-8 demonstrate that the acoustic emission level is very low at early stages of
wave packet transition. At the earliest instant plotted (t = 300), the wave packet has
already evolved into a lambda vortex-high shear layer structure. Prior to that, the
acoustic source terms exhibit either monotonic growth or extremely low amplitude
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FIGURE 8. Time variations of surface quadrupole sources due to viscous wall
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oscillations at the basic T-S wave frequency. Thus it can be concluded that linear
and weakly nonlinear amplification of the T-S wave packet produces insignificant
sound relative to the more violent bursting process later. Unfortunately, only the
former regime is amenable to rigorous analytical treatment (e.g., Ffowcs-Williams
1967; Akylas & Toplosky 1986; Haj-Hariri & Akylas 1986).
For flow-noise problems it is generally recognized that the energy-containing co-
herent structure provides the predominant noise source. The fine-scale structure
associated with high frequency phenomenon is largely irrelevant (Crighton 1975), a
conclusion supported by the lack of relatively high frequency components in Figs. 6-
8. To test the sensitivity of quadrupole sources to the size of flow structure, the
computed flow field is filtered in the xz-xa plane using a box filter of varying width
before the volume integration in (4) is performed. The results for Ai = 2Axi, 4Axi,
and 8Axi, where A i is the filter width in the ith direction and Axi is the mesh
spacing, are compared in Fig. 9 with those without filtering. For brevity only the
three longitudinal components are given; the three lateral ones behave in the same
way. Clearly, the basic source characteristics axe preserved after filtering the flow
field with a filter of widths up to 4A i (2A i for Q22). With a filter width of 8A/,
the results are still in qualitative agreement with their unfiltered counterparts in
terms of basic frequency and amplitude. This verifies that removing small-scale flow
structures indeed has little impact on the distant-field sound radiation. Since the
application of a box filter also alters the lower wavenumber (large-scale) components
to some extent, the actual agreement between unfdtered and filtered source quan-
tities might be even better had the large-scale motion been truthfully preserved.
The comparison made in Fig. 9 is also an indication of numerical convergence. It
illustrates that the direct numerical simulation for the source field has adequately
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resolved the scales relevant to sound production. In fact, the simulation can be
conducted on a coarser grid if the subgrid-seale stress can be modeled adequately.
This suggests the promising role that can be played by the less expensive large-eddy
simulation methods for flow-noise prediction.
An issue worthy of particular attention is the relative importance of wall-shear-
stress radiation vs. volume Reynolds stress radiation. Eq. (2) and the numerical
results in Figs. 6 and 7 indicate that at the late laminar breakdown stage, vis-
cous dipole radiation is important or even dominant for low Math number flows,
in agreement with Landahl (1975) but at variance with conclusions of Howe (1979)
and I'Haj-Hariri & Akylas (1985), who assert that surface stress contribution is in
general negligible. The contradiction may arise because Howe's (1979) analysis is
limited only to the low wavenumber (acoustic) components of the wavenumber-
frequency spectrum, whereas the analysis of Haj-Hariri & Akylas (1985) fails to
utilize the pertinent turbulence scales in estimating the Lighthill source terms at
high Reynolds number. Furthermore, the three aforementioned studies are all con-
cerned with fully turbulent boundary layers, although Landahl (1975) notes the
qualitative similarities between the high shear layer breakdown during transition
and the turbulent bursting in the inner layer of a turbulent boundary layer.
As an example, Figs 10a and 10b compare the distant sound field generated by,
respectively, the inviscid Reynolds stress (volume quadrupoles) and viscous wall-
stress (sum of surface dipoles and quadrupoles), in terms of iso-contours of the
acoustic pressure t5 (= p- 1)) at X3 = 0 and t = 420. The source region is
centered at )( = 0, bearing in mind that X is scaled relative to the acoustic length
scale. The free-stream Mach number is M = 0.02, characteristic of underwater
applications. At the time instant plotted, the shear-stress induced sound is mainly
confined in a region close to the source (the latest signal depicted at IXI = 10 is
emitted at t = 410). The quadrupole radiation pattern suggests contributions from
the longitudinal components, but not the lateral ones. The latter are identically
zero due to both cancellations from wall reflection and the specific plane (X3 = 0)
selected for plotting (of. (2)). Given the extremely low Maeh number, the total
radiated field obtained by summing the results in Figs. 10a and 10b is dominated
by the surface stress contribution, as is evident from Fig. 10c. The relative effect of
volume quadrupoles is, of course, also dependent on the orientation of the plotting
plane. For instance, quadrupole radiation is felt more strongly in the X1 = 0 plane
than in the plane plotted. When the Mach number is increased to M = 0.1, the
volume quadrupole sound is found to be comparable in strength with that due to
wall-shear-stress, particularly in the plane X1 = 0.
3. Conclusions and future directions
A computational study has been carried out concerning the sound emission from
a localized disturbance as it undergoes transition to turbulence in a boundary layer
formed on a flat, rigid surface. The flow is characterized by small free-stream Mach
number and a Reynolds number of 1000 based on the displacement thickness. Direct
numerical simulation is applied in conjunction with the Lighthill acoustic analogy
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FIGURE 10. Iso-contours of the fax-field acoustic pressure in the plane Xa = 0 at
t = 420, radiated during laminax breakdown of an isolated wave packet. The free-
stream Mach number M = 0.02. (a) Volume Reynolds stress contribution (contour
levels from -1.02 × 10 -12 to 0.50 × 10 -12); (b) wall shear-stress contribution (contour
levels from -2.25 × 10 -_ to 2.31 × 10-11); (c) total acoustic pressure (contour levels
from -2.31 × 10 TM to 2.19 × 10-_).
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to determine the near-field flow dynamics and the far-field sound, respectively. The
objectives are to establish a relationship between specific flow processes and the
emitted acoustic signals, and to identify the primary noise source.
The boundary-layer disturbance initially consists of a modulated, three-dimensional
T-S wave packet emulating that excited by free-stream turbulence in natural tran-
sition. Detailed accounts of the subsequent evolution, from the early linear stage
to the final laminar breakdown, are obtained by solving the full incompressible
Navier-Stokes equations. The simulation allows streamwise growth of the boundary
layer thickness as well as spanwise asymmetry. The latter effect promotes inter-
action between the (unequal) lambda vortex legs and accelerates the high shear
layer breakdown and the associated eddy shedding. The route to turbulence is seen
to follow the usual sequence of events for the fundamental breakdown type. The
flow structures are in qualitative agreement with the experimental observations of
Borodulin and Kachanov (1992).
Acoustic computation based on the Lighthill theory is facilitated by a multipole
Taylor series expansion in the compact source limit. The radiated far-field acoustic
density (pressure) comprises of, to O(M 5) relative to the mean, contributions from
net surface dipoles caused by viscous wall shear stresses, net volume quadrupoles
due to fluctuating Reynolds stresses, and net surface quadrupoles due to finite
spatial distribution of wall shear stresses. All the sources produce negligible sound
throughout the primary and secondary instability processes of the wave packet. As
the detached high shear layer starts to disintegrate, dramatical amplification occurs
for the volume quadrupole sound. The primary frequency (5-7 times the basic T-S
wave frequency) of quadrupole radiation corresponds to the frequency of hairpin
eddy (spike) generation in the near-field, indicating the latter to be the physical
source. The surface dipole and quadrupole sources experience a surge in strength
at a later breakdown stage caused by the activation of the high-shear wall layer as
the disturbance region evolves to a turbulence spot.
This study suggests that for boundary layer transition at low Mach number, the
fluctuation in viscous wall stress takes a significant part in radiating sound to the
surrounding. It is in fact the primary sound source at later laminar breakdown
stages.
An interesting extension of the present work would be to explore the suitabil-
ity of large-eddy simulation (LES) techniques for simulating the laminar boundary
layer breakdown process and calculating the acoustic source terms. LES possesses
tremendous potential in terms of reducing the computational cost drastically while
still capturing the energy-containing unsteady flow features essential to noise gen-
eration. An earlier study by Piomelli et al. (1990) suggests that the Smagorinsky
subgrid-scale (SGS) model is excessively dissipative, resulting in less intense high
shear layers and delayed transition. New SGS models developed at CTR, such as the
dynamic SGS model (Germano et al. 1991), offer improved prospects for predicting
the important transitional flow structures accurately.
A separate project commenced recently concerns noise radiation caused by turbu-
lent flow past a hydrofoil/airfoil. Broadband noise is known to exist when turbulent
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boundary layers interact with a sharp trailing edge as a result of hydrodynamic pres-
sure scattering. In addition, high angles of attack and blunt trailing edges cause
flow separation and vortex shedding, which are the source of distinct peaks in the
noise spectra (Brooks & Hodgson 1981). A numerical noise-prediction method will
be developed using LES in conjunction with aeroacoustic theories. The turbulent
boundary layer and near-wake flows are simulated using LES, and the radiated
far-field sound is calculated within the framework of the Lighthill theory, taking ad-
vantage of experiences gained through the present project. The prediction method
can be validated by comparing the numerical results with the experimental data of
Brooks & Hodgson (1981).
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